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is far reaching. Hailing from CSU, Chico, her work on the Volunteer Satisfaction Index, “VSI,” has garnered international 
recognition, illuminating the intricacies of the volunteer experience. An advocate for data literacy, Roseanna guides leaders in 
the essentials of data storytelling. Her blog, "Periscope Insighter" on PeriscopeBPA.com, intersects communication and data, 
solidifying her role as a champion for data literacy, the human experience in healthcare, and volunteer leaders everywhere.

Dana Litwin, CVA, is a globally recognized strategic advisor, speaker, and advocate for civic service. Since 2002 she has 
guided organizations nationwide to produce breakthrough volunteer and community engagement programs.  Dana is the 
creator of the YouTube channel “Priceless Advice for Leaders of Volunteers”, served as President of the Association of 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dana:DO NOT INTRO SPEAKERS HERE. This slide is just background pre-show.
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VSys Voices:
Practical Tips & Tools

for Your Recruitment Plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dana: Welcome. Mention we are recording! And to find Chat box. You’ll want to have this open as we’ll put some links to other resources in the chat – but don’t worry – we also have a resources page at the end of this webinar.And please open SLIDO on your screen.Practical Tips & Tools for Your Recruitment Plan
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Target audience for today’s webinar

Minimal Knowledge
Looking for some basic information, 
key principles and “how-to’s” on the 

subject.

Working Knowledge
Integrated practices and moving 

beyond basic concepts. Looking for 
breadth and depth on a topic 

Authoritative Knowledge
Looking for advanced knowledge, integration 
and concepts that are innovative and cutting 

edge.

SKILL LEVEL

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Roseanna1st SLIDO: What is your comfort level? Before we get into the content for today’s webinar, I just want to be clear about the target audience we are presenting this information for. All levels are of course welcomed, but this workshop is designed for volunteer managers with an active volunteer program who wish to explore ways of increasing recruitment and retention. A good working knowledge of volunteer programs is strongly recommended.
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We Understand! 

1. Recruiting is difficult
2. The pandemic impacts numbers
3. Older methods aren’t working as well

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ToddSo, our first recommendation is that IF you missed it you review the first presentation in our recruiting series: “Recruitment: 1st Contact to First Shift” from last October.Hi All, here are links to the first webinar in this series: “Recruitment: 1st Contact to First Shift” .mp4: https://www.vsysone.com/download/webinars/2023/VSysVoices-RecruitingFrom1stContactTo1stShift-2023-10-19.mp4“Recruitment: 1st Contact to First Shift” .pdf (for fast overview): https://www.vsysone.com/download/webinars/2023/VSysVoices-RecruitingFrom1stContactTo1stShift-2023-10-19.pdf
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So, for Today… 

1. Developing 
Recruitment 
Strategies

2. Importance of Data 
& Data Storytelling

3. Building Campaigns
4. Measuring Success

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dana with Learning Objectives:We’re learning that success requires a more considered, scientific and collaborative effort. Our goal today is to provide insight and resources you’ll need to get going on that. We’re also setting aside time to collaborate with you on your strategy at the end of this call so please be thinking of questions or challenges we can help you address.To help us tailor the rest of this presentation we also have another slido question.2nd SLIDO: “Do you have an explicit recruitment plan?” [Yes/No poll] into next slide section….
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Developing Recruitment Strategies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANA: Strategies can be simple or complicated depending on your needs, but this illustration is a good general outline to get you started, and we’ll help fill in the most important pieces and data-points today. What are the goals for recruitment, beyond “numbers of warm bodies”? Program and mission impacts by volunteers should be central in the plan, measured, reported, and then influence adjustments to the recruitment plan and strategy as needed based on the results. Link: Dr.Sue Carter-Kahl VolunteerCommons blog – going beyond the numbers! https://www.volunteercommons.com/2023/12/12/community-centered-volunteer-data/What = roles, shifts, skills for mission impact goals and guidelines.How  = Can the current recruitment efforts be updated and improved? Can you pinpoint what is NOT working, and do you as the Leader of Volunteers have the power to change it (might be in hands of Marketing/PR, etc.)Who & Where = Who typically is recruited (or was)? How and where can you reach new and more diverse talent pools (aka target audiences) of volunteers?Retention is a factor of overall volunteer satisfaction, how people feel empowered and supported (The 3 C’s Comfort, Convenience, Connection), org culture, and random life events. Every volunteer has a natural lifecycle with an org, and sometimes it’s better if people change roles or move on. “Yes, and” high turnover or poor recruitment numbers can indicate bigger issues in the org.Link: “Roseanna’s Volunteer Program Recruitment Plan Example:” https://www.periscopebpa.com/recruitment-plan-example
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Developing Recruitment Strategies

Example: Increase number of zoo penguin chick socializers 
by 30% to fill all shifts in the 3-month hatching season and 
raise retention/return rate to 75% or more. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANA: [Cont’d] Begin recruiting volunteers, then refine your strategy with Plan/Do/Check/Act. Here’s a real example from my work with zoos: Problem – not enough penguin chick cuddlers, big drop off after 1st shift, old recruitment copy not honest about pros/cons of role. LINK “1st Contact to 1st shift” webinar.PLAN: Increase Zoo penguin chick socializers by 30% (outcome) to fill all shifts in the 3-month hatching season. Rewrite recruitment copy to set and meet volunteer/Zoo expectations, expand multi-lingual marketing reach to local colleges and high schools, community centers, and animal welfare clubs. See how many penguin vols ((by percentage) use the new hashtag on social media (easy search) and correlation to Zoo website volunteering page clicks.DO:  Targeted recruitment and social media to new talent pools, supply penguin socializers with waterproof clothes/comfort items during shift, encourage pics and social media hashtags from volunteers.CHECK: Monthly recruitment response and data (quantitative), ask for feedback from penguin keepers and volunteers(qualitative). Immediate success (increase in vols outcome) building long term goals (easy to handle vs. stabby footballs) year to year.ACT: Do the results match goals and milestones? No = adjustments. With the zoo and penguins, the shifts were filled for the season but the real impact was beyond the numbers, and we could track for years afterward which birds were easier or friendlier based on how successful and satisfied/happy/engaged the chick-socializing volunteers were in zoo keeper and self-assessments.LINK  Dana’s Priceless Advice: TuesdayTips “Volunteer Job Descriptions: The Problem with Penguins!”https://youtu.be/nNuoUo_FUbc?si=FkLwd_KIkTNKvtxALINK: Joan’s Plan.Do.Check.Act: https://www.vsysone.com/download/PlanDoCheckAct2020-09-02v2.ppsx
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Developing Recruitment Strategies

• Needs Assessment
• Easy role/assignment 

assessment tool 
• What’s working, what isn’t in 

current recruitment efforts?
• What can YOU do, what can 

other departments do?
• What is measured in 

quality/quantity?
• Goals, milestones, timeline

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANA: Other factors in creating a recruitment plan to develop reasonable goals and milestones of success and timeline.[Cont’d]Needs Assessment; baseline data. What’s working, what isn’t in current recruitment efforts?What can YOU do, what can other departments do? Collaborate and share data w/ Marketing/PR, Development, etc.Easy role/assignment assessment tool (Karina spreadsheet and previous Voices webinar links).What is currently measured, and how? What else can be measured (VMS, CRM, VSI/surveys, etc.) to improve results and inform “Plan Do Check Act”?Now Roseanna will get into data collection and storytelling!
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Importance of Data & Data Storytelling

Data Driven Recruitment Plan:

• Recruitment Focus
• Target Recruitment Population
• Most Effective Recruitment Methods
• Recruitment Campaign Refinement
• Recruit for Retention

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ROSEANNA:3rd SLIDO: How much of your current recruitment efforts are currently data driven?Answer choices:  100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, 0%A solid recruitment plan is data-driven at every stageSetting your recruitment focus – How many, by when, for what purpose; this should be a data informed decisionIdentifying target populations – market research, who and whereHow to recruit- effective outreach methods; may vary by target audience or roleExample: museum recruiting for retired teachers; hospital : public radio advertising; radio and tv viewershipRefine Recruitment  - adjust campaigns based on data;  Examples: hospitalInvest in Retention/onboarding – use data to help engage volunteering during onboardingCollecting and using data throughout the recruitment plan development will help to ensure the best use of resources ongoing.  This data can also be effectively communicated to assist with recruitment efforts
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Importance of Data & Data Storytelling

Data Storytelling Essentials
• Data Visualization
• Data Narrative
• Data Savvy
• Data Communication Planning
• Data Presentation
• Data Culture

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ROSEANNA:I hope you’ve all checked out our previous webinars related to data storytelling. If not, Lisa is putting up links to them in chat right now. Today we’ll be building on those by…Highlighting those aspects of the data storytelling process that are most immediately applicable to our recruitment discussion.Data Visualization – graphically representing key data insights, for others or selfData Narrative – going one step further by adding narrative, and we’ll talk more about that in a minuteData Savvy – you have to know what you are collecting and why.  This is a key part of recruitment.Data Comm Planning – know your audience.  Analyzing recruitment data should help you  determine where to focus your audience’s attention to your appeal	Different audiences require different data stories.  Data Presentation – this is the point of delivery, Data Culture – the environment in which your story is created and shared[Roseanna: you mentioned “Analyzing recruiting data” as a theme you want to hit. Later I’ll be discussing how those interpretations need to be repackaged in order to motivate-measure younger generations. A great segway here would be to mention how sometimes the data story has to be adjusted to the audience and that Todd will be discussing it. Also, I haven’t decided which examples of data repackaging I want to use so I can run with whatever example you use if you want.]Links for Chat: Here are links to VSys Voices webinars on data storytelling:1. “Data Storytelling Essentials for Volunteer Leaders” .mp4 https://www.vsysone.com/download/webinars/2023/VSysVoices-DataStorytellingEssentialsForVolunteerLeaders-2023-06-07.mp42. “Data Storytelling Essentials for Volunteer Leaders” .pdf (for fast review): https://www.vsysone.com/download/webinars/2023/VSysVoices-DataStorytellingEssentialsForVolunteerLeaders-2023-06-07.pdf
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Importance of Data & Data Storytelling

Data Narrative
• Numbers numb, Stories resonate
• Take audience on a journey
• Communicate the impact

• Recruitment – external #’s
• Recruitment – internal support

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ROSEANNA:Data storytelling provides a human connection to the data.  With volunteers, we can use this as an opportunity to share our impact.  Potential volunteers are moved by dataInternal support for your recruitment effortsData can also be used in the development of campaigns.  Beyond, the population specific data, more generalizable volunteer data knowledge is key.For example, The Volunteer Satisfaction Index, a measure of the volunteer experience, provides some key dimensions that can be integrated strategically into campaign messaging, Lisa will put the link to the VSI in the chat below:Links for the chat:3. “Survey Measurement & the Volunteer Satisfaction Index” .mp4: https://www.vsysone.com/download/webinars/2023/VSysVoices-VolunteersSatisfactionIndex-2023-09-28.mp44. “Survey Measurement & the Volunteer Satisfaction Index” .mp4: https://www.vsysone.com/download/webinars/2023/VSysVoices-VolunteersSatisfactionIndex-2023-09-28.pdf
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Building Campaigns

• “Sticky” messaging: 3 words, 30 
seconds, 3 minutes

• Who & Where: Tailored to 
audience; area, age, language, 
interests

• Why and “WIIFM”
• Word of mouth is key

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANA: First a few basics of marketing to use in community engagement (recruitment, donors, voters, advocates, etc) before we get into more detail.Sticky messages are understandable, memorable and effective in changing thought or behavior, and keeps people highly engaged! Like Nike “Just Do it!”All team members in an org should have basic recruitment/donor//support messaging training. I call it a 1-pager; there’s a 3 -word call to action phrase, a 30-second “elevator pitch”, and enough understanding by all staff/vols to have a 3-minute conversation with members of the community.Marketing should be tailored to the audience; who are you hoping to reach/recruit, and where are they in real life or online?What is the “Why” people want to volunteer in this role? What about the cause, job, mission resonates with them? Classic consumer marketing has “What’s in it for me?” but as Roseanna will touch on later, volunteer motivations and satisfaction to stay with an org/role are more complex.Research shows again and again that word of mouth is still the best recruitment channel for volunteering. People having a meaningful experience are priceless advocates to get others involved. 
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Building Campaigns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANA: read slide, tie into penguin cuddlers example.[Cont’d on campaigns]
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Building Campaigns

• Theme Hashtags; short & 
sweet & “sticky”

• Content and schedule
• Success metrics and 

milestones
• Lots of FREE or low-cost 

content creation 
apps/sites

• Involve Volunteers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANA: read and expand on slide text. Transition to Todd.[Cont’d on campaigns]
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Measuring Success of Campaigns

What Campaign “Success” is NOT:

• The # of volunteers recruited
• The # of hours served
• Program outputs (unless helpful)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TODD: Roseanna has spoken eloquently about data storytelling and Dana has done a great job discussing recruiting campaigns. Dana’s penguin story illustrates some of the challenges we have with defining success in volunteering and I want to re-emphasize that dynamically adjusting expectations based on the results of services rendered is essential. But all of that relates to program success measurement. How do we measure success of a recruiting campaign? Where do we get the data to tell the recruiting & retention parts of the stories Roseanna referenced? 
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Measuring Success: Campaign Success Is… 

1. Organic
2. Dynamic
3. Simple
4. Shareable 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TODD:We understand that your organizations have internal definitions for success that are scientifically derived and financially critical, but we’ve learned that just going around and saying: “Hey, our hospital needs to improve return on investment(ROI )by decreasing the cost of services through the utilization of volunteers as help desk personnel” isn’t a successful ad campaign slogan. You’ll lose your under-30’s after 3 words. You’ll lose Generation ‘Y’ the moment you reference ROI and nobody out there is going to be motivated by reducing your costs. Another part of the problem is that turnover rates have increased and the target population is growing younger all the time, not older. Newer forms of recruiting campaigns are more organic, dynamic, simple and shareable. So, the strategies and data that we’ve been discussing must capture these more modern, socialized recruiting concepts that are driving market change everywhere.
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Measuring Success: 3 Common Misunderstandings

1. Working with younger, busier people.
2. Engaging them in the success 

definition.
3. Understanding what THEY consider to 

be a successful experience.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TODD: With the available talent pool is skewing younger every year and they expect to be engaged in everything they do in smaller segments that are highly interactive and instantaneously gratifying. Therefore, our recruiting campaigns and success definitions need to accommodate their thinking, not remain stuck in the past. We don’t have time today to discuss how to recruit, engage and motivate younger people but we’ve addressed those topics previously and Lisa is putting the links to those presentations in chat as we speak. Dana and I authored the “Care Circles” series in the Engage Journal and the first of these is now openly available. In addition to describing current social trends it contains additional research links at the end. We don’t have the time today to discuss how to address each of these common misunderstandings you see on your screen so we’ll just give you some ideas on how to re-package your recruiting messages in a way that addresses them better. I’m not trying to build your campaign strategy (you can use Roseanna’s template and Dana’s campaign ideas for that) but the best campaigns in the world sometimes falter when the public message language isn’t on target. Here is the article and the webinars Todd just mentioned: 1. “Digital Care Circles: The Future in Volunteering” (part 1, free access): https://engagejournal.org/article/january-2023/digital-care-circles-are-they-future-volunteering2. “GAME ON!” Playing for keeps with volunteers: .mp4: https://www.vsysone.com/download/webinars/2022/VSysVoices-GameOn-2022-10-20.mp43. “GAME ON!” Playing for keeps with volunteers: .pdf (for fast review): https://www.vsysone.com/download/webinars/2022/VSysVoices-GameOn-2022-10-20.pdf
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Measuring Success: Repackaging For Success

• Enticement: “What can YOU do for the Penguins”

• Convenience: “What can YOU do with 1 hour / 
month?” 

• Purpose: “Save The Planet w/ One 1 hour / month”

• Social: “Join US to Serve _____”

• Gamification: “Can YOU plant more trees than I can?” 

• Skills: “What volunteerism can do for YOU!” 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TODD:Modern marketing to younger audiences will include messages like those above. Enticement: “What can YOU do for the Penguins”Convenience: “What can YOU do with 1 hour / month?” Purpose: “Save The Planet w/ One 1 hour / month”Social: “Join US to Serve _____”Gamification: “Can you plant more trees than I can?” Skills: “What volunteerism can do for YOU!” 
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Ideas To Action

1. Empower and involve volunteers in recruitment; messaging, committees, 
training/buddies.

2. Good data; what can you automate, collect, report along with other data collection 
methods (Melissa’s technical webinars).

3. Start small and build on success.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANAYour VSys One can help with providing data. 
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Open Discussion & Questions

21

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANA: If no audience questions, use these prompts – What are the biggest recruiting challenges you face?Which volunteer jobs are the least popular when you’re recruiting?What is the average age/generation of your volunteers? Where is your recruitment content posted? Examples might include the org website, social media, paper flyers in community centers, boothing outreach, word of mouth.
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Summary of Resources

• Dr.Sue Carter-Kahl VolunteerCommons blog – going beyond the numbers! 
https://www.volunteercommons.com/2023/12/12/community-centered-volunteer-data/

• Dana’s Priceless Advice: TuesdayTips The Secret to Success in Messaging & Marketing!
• Dana’s Priceless Advice: TuesdayTips Volunteer Recruitment: Never Say ‘Need’!

• Periscope Business Practices Volunteer Program Recruitment Plan
• Periscope Business Practices www.periscopebpa.com/post/optimizing-impact-the-data-driven-

volunteer-recruitment-plan

• VSysVoices: Metrics & Data Storytelling
• VSysVoices:  “Plan.Do.Check.Act.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANA: Summarize and close session

https://www.volunteercommons.com/2023/12/12/community-centered-volunteer-data/
https://youtu.be/LH1Cfhw86aQ?si=S9TL18tVgidfxhPP
https://youtu.be/_BqmBe04y_A?si=7CUpI0LYN8nvZNe5
https://www.periscopebpa.com/recruitment-plan-example
http://www.periscopebpa.com/post/optimizing-impact-the-data-driven-volunteer-recruitment-plan
http://www.periscopebpa.com/post/optimizing-impact-the-data-driven-volunteer-recruitment-plan
https://www.vsysone.com/download/webinars/2022/VSysVoices.MetricsAndDataStorytelling.2022-04-13.mp4
https://www.vsysone.com/download/PlanDoCheckAct2020-09-02v2.ppsx
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Thank you for joining us!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dana & Roseanna thank participants!
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